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IN OUR 75th YEAR

Ashland, Clay County Are -Winners Last Nigfr

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, March 18, 1954

_APPEAL FOR RETURN OF RELATIVES SEIZED BY REDS

at eat,eo.

By d'Alessi

Ashlail",le eta, the
impressive
team in
seA,e; doubleheader,
TOKYO ills - The captain of the record breaking hydrogen blast
as the tow
ek.*aveot underway.
the second radioactive fishing Yee- at Bikini on March 1, and that
The 'Cats w.
elnd stir of
sel to reach port said today his a far more destructive explosion
themselves as
By REX CHANEY
ship was at leest 800 maes away is scheduled for some time
eied
next
74-67. Cla
United Press Staff Correspondent from
had a
Bikini when the
United month.
much harder time
WASHINGTON, Mar. 18, Ile - States detonated a hydrogen de*rutting
Fredonia, 57-46.
These sources discounted sugSpeaker Joseph W. Martin Jr. said vice March I.
Ashland won on sp. .4 a tough
gestions that the United States
today the Republicans definitely
Inspecto
zone defense and • crippling 49.1
rs
boarded the 300 ton may be "running out of space"
"have the votes to beat" a Demoshooting average. The 16th Region
cratic-sponsored proposal to boost tuna boat Shunyo Maru after it to test its hydrogen weapons alarrived
champions had little trouble, outat Tokyo Bay Tuesday. though they are steadily growing
personal income tax exemptions
geiger
scoring Danville 22-12. in the first
counters
clicked in both destructive power and rafrom $600 to $700 for each taxpay- Their
rapidly but they said radiation diation effects.
quarter, and 21-14. in the third
er and dependent.
was not intense enough to he
period.
Martin made the statement to
Two islands in the Pacific prov'dangerous."
Billy Gray's 22 points and Jerry
A total of six games were on the
reporters as the House prepared
ing grounds have been pretty well
The
Sunyo
Mart's
card today, in spacious Memorial Henderson's 15 provided the punch.
captain said
to vote late this afternoon on the
his ship's nearest approach to the blasted off the map by the two
Coliseum, includihg a real treat, Danyine had to do its shooting
Issue,
most
recent
experiments
but
from
the
outside,
Bikini
and
atoll
was
testing ground
behind
a first round match between the
as a plenty more
Democrats
thought
the vote
are available in the
by
18
points
point
going
near
into the final
the Solomon Islands,
giant killers from Inez and undewould be close, but no Democrat
area if needed, they said.
feated, and much heralded Central period.
was prepared to predict victory. about 800 miles from -ground
Henderson was in trouble after
zero."
City.
The present danger zone surThe Democrats proteosed the expicking up four personals in the
There was no immediate Ca i- rounding the test area runs 335
emption increase as a substitute
first half, but that's nappened
dence that the Shunyo Maui's miles east and west and 150 miles
for a Republican proposal to give
many times this season. Danville
crew had been exposed to heavy north and south. It embraces Enispecial tax consideration to perhad a 48.1 shooting average, sparkradiation as in the case of 21 men wetok on the west and Bikini on
sons who receive income from
ed by Gordie Montgomery's 22
who were burned aboard the Fu- the east-190 miles apart-leaving
dividends
.
points.
kuryu Marti, which reported it about 75 miles clarance on each
The
dividend
relief
plan
is part was 90 miles from the testiag
Many observers believe Ashland
side of the zone.
of a comprehensive tax reform grounds
will whip Clay County when the
when atomic ashes fell
The Atomic Energy Commission
bill
which
would save business on its deck.
two Wednesday night winners meet
presumably thought it had set
SOUDAN FACED, relatives of South Koreans seized by the Communists when
and
individua
they occupied Seoul
l taxpayers an estitomorrow afternoon.
The Shunyo Meru's reported re- aside an area with safety margins
In 1050 are shown with placards reading, "We Want Our Sons and Husband
s Bade" The demonmated $1.397.000,000 in the next motness from the explosio
Both teams were tight in the
n site to spare.
stration took place before American and British lerations.
e
rnattonal Soundphoto)
year.
first game last night, to get the
emphasized the power of the Meet
Besides providing relief for tax- hydrogen device to be exploded
big tournament off to a ragged
.
CHICAGO (IP - Sen. Joseph It start.
payers with income from dividends
Clay County was in comJapanese newspapers said ediMcCarthy
today
defied
White mand most of the way.
the administration -backed reform torially that the unbelievable deHouse pleas for moderation in conbill would permit larger deduc- structive power of the new deem!
Fredonia - a surprise First
,
gressional investigations and said
Region title winner - was off to
tions for medical erpenses; give called for broadening of the danger
his critics were trying to be heries a
special tax consideration to work- zone around the testing ground.
17-9 lead late in the first
to a "jackal pack" snapping at his quarter,
ing widows and widowers who
then lost its touch. Spider
The Japanese government invitheels.
Thurman's Clay County team behave small children to support; ed the United States to make a
el don't give a tinker's dam gan
to move then, with Clay
provide business with more liberal joint investigation of the atom
huw high or low are the people
Stivers doing most of the damage..
The annual drive for the Ken- with the money that is received tax allowances for depreciation, dusting of the Fukuryu Maru.
in either party who are unhappy
The 13th Region champs outand continue until April 1, 1955, Three American doctors arrived
tucky Society for Crippled Chil- through contributions.
about our methods," the Wisconsin scored
the Fredonia Jackets, III-9
dren will begin today according
Some 150 college students wilt
A child crippled from any cause the present maximum corporation at noon Wednesday to examine
Republican said of his permanent in
HANOI.
Indochina. Mar. 18, 911- to Howard
the second stanza to lead, 91the blast victims.
attend the Kentucky Methodist
Ohla and Jerry Dent, will be taken care of by the socie- tax rate of 52 per cent,
subcommittee's
investigations
if 28. at halftime
Congressional sources in Wa3h- Student Movement state conferFredonia went Communist Gen. Vo Nguyen Giap co-chairmen of the drive.
ty. Even accident victimr can reMartin declined to predict the
Communism.
seven minutes and 58
seconds rushed in a new division of troops
ceive help from the Kentucky Sa- margin of victory by which he ex- ington said today the United States ence. which will be held on the
President EiegrehoWer Wednesday without
The two chairmen ote theimprint a field gosi in a today to septet*
. 12,000 eyed andprobably will enlarge the 'hazard Murray State College campus over
e frfai CriPPlid Children. Chil- pects the Democratic motion for
deplored "unwise investieatiense
nightmarish third period.
wounded and massed h:s forces emphasized today that the only
area" around the Pacific atomic the weekend of March 19-21.
higher
dren
who
and national hysteria at a Washare
exemptio
victims
ns
to
of
be
pOisomye
defeated. proeing grounds to guard against
That gave Clay County .1 com- for a final assault on Dien Etien contact they would have with proDr. Everett Talon. Professor of
ington news canference. Vice Preslitis receive aid annually
"I am very confident we have /urther mishaps
fortable 42-32 bulge going into the Phu.
spective contributors would be
Religion in the School of Theology
ident Richard M. Nixon. acting as
"We know that several drives the votes to beat
the Democratic
last period. Fredonia narrowed IL
through the Easter Seals that soll
They said the present prohibited at Vanderbilt University, will be
Mr. Eisenhower's spokesman. last
41i5 hinds have been made this mottone* be said.
The YretWIL
to six points- 42-311, bet cook, get
danger zone proved to small in the principle speaker for these
VIKORWIWL-311
.
t be srAilled out the Mitt of nett year* Dent and
week criticized ' reckless" methods no closer.
Olila sari today.
Stivers had 27 points. Vo's infantrymen were dosing in week.
college students which will repin congressional investigations.
Pregiden
t
but
Eisenhower emphaticwe make the appeal to the
Dave Phelps scored 15 for the on defense lines around the straresent approximately fourteen col.
A school program will bring In people of Murray
The senator, speaking at a St.
tegic fortress.
and Calloway ally opposes the Democratic prolosers.
leges across the state. Dr. Tilson
some money fot the drive, out County to
Patrick's Day banquet of the Irish
remember th,s drive posal.
Moat interest today centered on
is a great student leader and Is
At the time that Vo launched the program is an ectuegtional also-.
Fellowship Club Wednesday night,
thia morning's Newport - Lafayette
known as one of the outstanding
The vote on the Democratic
his assault on Dien Bien Phu list program
also said he did not pick hia cel- game
primarily, The school
The aim and purpose of the Soand the twe games tonight,
move was billed for this aeternoon.
young theologians in the Mehodiet
Saturday. his forces outnumbered program is under the direction of ciety is to make
ebrated fight with the Army. "but Combs
crippled ehadren about 4 p.m.
- Male and Inez - Central
----Church of today
EST. regardless of
I think I will have to finish it. City.
the 10.000 French Union defenders W. Z. Carter. Buron Jeffrey and whole again if
possible. When this the outcome,
Alpha Beta Alpha, Naeonal LiThe general theme of the eonthe House was exMcCarthy. who will address a
Eseo Gunter
is not possible, they continue
Combs has a veteran tournament 4 to 1.
brary Science Fraternity, will get ference will be built around
d. pected immediately afterwar
the
luncheon meeting sponsore& by a tested
d
to
then
Donation.
, that children
an effort is made to rehabiliteam, with key victories
But 3,000 were killed as they
will
approve the big reform bill pro- under way tomorrow morning in "Prophetic Protestants" of the past
neighborhood
newspaper today, over
Hindman and Carr Creek. charged blindly into punt-blank make in their "Easter Bunny" tate them as much as possible viding
the
College
Library.
Reeistrat
ion
with
Doctor
Tilson using Martin
some tax relief for indivialso said that the policy of the
Male has an outstanding guard machine gun and rifle fire, and cards should be earned 'ay them. from both a physical and a mental
begins at 9.00 a m. the fleet meet- Luther, John Wesley, and the
duals and corporations.
Communist Party was to push it- combinat
Residents of Murray and Callo- standpoint.
ion in Don Stahl and Ken- 9,000 fell wounded on the battleing of the Executive council will Methodist Bishop Asbury as the
self into any fights between McA crippled child touches the
ny Kuhn
The balloting will climax weeks be at 1000 a m. The group will general topics of his three major
field. Vo suffered such a setback way County are reminded of the
Carthy and Mr. Eisenhower in the
great job done by the
heart of any adult, Obla said,
Inez has a habit of confoundieg that he was forced to call a
and of maneuvering in which Repub- have lunch in the college cafetetia addresses. Doctor 'Filson will also
foursociety,
hope of making them both look
the drive that starts today
the experts. It holds au overtime hour truce, first of the war.
will licans and Democrats have been and the first general sermon will be the speaker at the Sunday
LS
bad.
win over Pikeville. for the 154 Re- recover his wounded
give every adult an opportun
.
ity struggling to convert taxes Into a open at 2:00 pm. Dr. Ralph Woods morning worship service at the
McCarthy made it clear he would
gion championship, and a strinz of
to do something about it.
winning issue for the ell elec- will give the welcome address. campus Methodist Student Center.
resist any moves to change the victims
French spokesmen said Vo's loss
that includes Male. Meade
The educational program carried tions.
The first speaker will be Arthur
Included, in the conference prooperatine rules of his subcommittee
Memorial, St. Xavier and Catletts- of manpower and severe depletion
out by the Society through
Hamlin, Executive Secretary of gram will be several seminars for
the
and
said
his
much
discitssed burg.
It
also
will
of ammunition accounted for the
mark a major test the American Colleges
schools. cuts down appreciably
arid Refer- the students who are the religious
on
methods had forced at least 20
Central City comes here with 35 lull in ground fighting and artilhome and farm accidents reports for the administration since Pres- ence Libraries. Chicago.
leaders on their campuses, to disCommunists out of federal or °de- straight victories,
ident
The second annual campus
sparked by a big lery blasts during the past two
Eisenhower has enlisted all
Arriving in Murray for the Con- cuss their local problems and diswide indicate, and an accident that is
iaafense jobs.
sophomore center named Corky days.
his
prestige in the fight to defeat vention are the
Religious Life conference at
cover new ways of carrying Methofollowing:
Mur- prevented not only saves the socie"-`"Traitors are not gentlemen," he Withrow. Many
the Democratic plan.
ray State College will
believe the winner
Miss Rebecca Adams. Ete chapter dism to the college campus in
be held ty money, but it also means that
said. "They don't understand being of the Central City-Inez
French
reconnai
ssance
pilots re- March 24-28 at the
game will
from Texas State College. Denton, Kentucky.
Baptist Student another child may go through :de
treated like gentlemen"
He told the nation Monday that
end up in the Saturday afteenapn ported spotting an increered Red center on the MSC
David Allen, who is State Presiunscarred.
campus.
McCarthy was greeted with en- semi final game
it is an election year "deal" that Texas.
movement of Molotov trucks and
dent of the M. S M and a student
"Facing Our Days" will be
Misses
Joan
Neal,
thusiastic applause after John .1.
Fleta
the
Johnson,
would
be a "serious blow" to govAmerican-made GMC,s which had
of Murray. has released the names
theme of the conference, which
Kelly. Irish Fellowship Club board
is
ernment revenue He also told his Betty McIntosh. Ann Herres. and
been given to the Nationalist Chiof the leaders for the student
sponsored by the MSC Baptist
Mary
Jane
Weaver.
director, introduced him as the
Beta
chapter. seminars
news conference Wednesday that
nese and then abandoned during Student
. They included such well
Union.
man who "is driving the snakes
the Democrats are wrong in charg- Mississippi State College for Wom- known
the war in China.
churchmen from Kentucky
Mrs J 0 Williams of Nashville
en.
Columbu
s,
out of America'' as St. Patrick
Mississip
,
pi.
ing
the
GOP
reform
bill
would
and West Tennessee as Dr. Hervey
The Reds released 00 wounded Tenn, a prominent religious speakNellie Air Force Base,
Misses
drove the snakes from Erin.
Betty
Barrow. /thine
Nev. .1?- mainly benefit the rich.
French Union prieoners during the er. in Southern coJleges, will
Jean Aultman. Liz Hunter, Dathe- Brown, from the Board of EducaRecent events. McCarthy said,
be Teat pilot Joseph A. Lynch was
night without explanation, it was one of the principal speakers
AFL President George Meany ryn Forbes. Margaret Morgan and tion in Nashville. RA. Roy WilIndicate an all out attempt to curb
at killed Wednesday in the same jet
A representative of the Kentucke reported. "Several dozen"
liams. the Paducah District Superof the the conference.
trainer which Prince Bernhard
sent all congressmen a letter at- Mozelle Allen, Delta chapter, Unihis committee is under way: "To Departme
of
nt of Revenue will be in men were airlifted to Hanoi deintendent. and Miss Elizabeth TitsOthers who will appear on the the Netherlands
tacking the dividend proposal and versity of Alabama. University,
change the rules. if .you
to Murray on
used
to
areak
the
Friday March 26 at spite concentrated fire on
worth, from the faculty of Searle*
Dien program are Miss Estelle Seater. sound barrier just two days earlier. urging either an increase
make it tougher to fight Com- the Court
Alabama.
in
inHenn* from 8:00 a.m. Bien Phu's airstrips.
College in Nashville.
an associate in the southwide deThe plane exploded when a wing ciiktie tax exemptions or a
munism"
Dr.
Eugene
P.
Watson.
cut
to 4:30 p.m to assist taxpayers in
in
execuAlso included in the conference
As the Communists, who already partment of Baptist Student work: tip struck the ground as
"Why should the rules he dif- prepay ing
Lynch income tax rates. The" Americans tive secretary of the national ABA. faculty are Dr. Ira Martin,
their state income tax had taken
Profestwo northern outposts. Andy Blanc, IISU director at the attempted to roll the ship moments For Democratic Action
ferent in exposing Communism' returns.
and
three
students
called for
from North- sor of Bible at Berea (Ky. Coledged toward strongpoints south University of Kentucky: Bill Cu- after taking off.
he asked.
western
adoption
of
State
higher
exemptions.
College, Natchito- lege. Rev. James Elder, Methodee.
This service is provided as a
and west of the fortress, Red artil- sack. BSU director at Berea ColLynch accompanied Prince Bernches, Louisiana,
convenience to taxpayers and to
Pastor at Martin, Tennessee, Miss
Treasury Secretary George M.
lerymen increased the tempo of lege; and J Chester Durham. state hard twice during the past v-eek
encourage filing before the April
Cyrintha Terry.
Administrative
director of Baptist student work in the same aircraft
Humphre
y
their fire.
said
both
Democrat
while
s
the
15 deadline for paying state inSecretary at Lindsey Wilson iKyi
in Kentucky
prince was visiting in Los An- and Republicans have been urging
They
moved
forward
under
a
come tax. Failure to file on or beCollege. and Rev. Paul Lyles. the
On Friday night, March M. the geles. On both
ft., United Press
occasions the prince steps to end "double taxation" of
fore April 15 results in a penalty hail of high explosives and flam- main speaker will
Methodist Pastor in Murray.
be
Dr.
flew
H.
F.
the
dividend
plane
s
ing
for
napalm
a
imter
years
bombs
dropped
and that Roosthan sound,
by
of 5 per cent to 25 per cent of
Important events at the conPaschall. pastor of Ott aelfeefa
evelt
French
suggeste
-Increas
pilot
iNrst
d such relic f ak early - The -Young
t in low-flying U.S
KENTUCKY
ing cloudiness the tax and interest.
member gf
Matrons Group of ference, other than the principle
Church in BevirlinrOraerT
ya
ty
to
as
1936
crack
the
fighter planes.
sonic barrier.
this afternoon, highest 60 to 45.
Kentucky law requires income
the Christian Women's Fellowsh
Also leading seminars on Friday ✓ Lynch, 33, an
ip speaker and the seminars, will be
engineering test
Even though Vo boasted in a
Mostly cloudy and not as cold to- tax returns from single individuals
night will be Emmett Jehrison. pilot for North
At present corporate earnings of the First Christian Church will the business session and the elecAmerican Aviation
broadcast by
Radio administ
night Scattered showers or then- who have a gross income of $1500 statement
have
a
rummage sale in the O.B. tion of new officers which will
are taxable both in the case of the
rator of the Western Bap- Co.e since 1e48. had
been assigned
derstorms likely in the west por- or more, or a net income of $1000 Peiping that the Dien Bien Phu tist
Boone Building on the south
hospital in Paducah; and Miss to demonstrate the
side be held on Saturday afternoon.
new TF96F corporation and the individual who of the square
tion. Lowest 36 to 42 in the east or more Married persons are re- assaults were "the greatest ever Jennie Marmion
on Mule Day, MonThis twenty second annual con
. director of nurses Sabrejet trainer to armed forces gets a dividend check. The GOP
and in the 40's west portion. Fri- quired to file if they have a net launched by the Viet Nam peo- at Western Baptist
day,
March 22.
ference will get underway on
hospital
personnel at air bases throughout bill would provide some relief for
ple's
army
against
fortified
cloudy
and
income
warm
with
French
scatday
of over $2000.
Officers of the group said that Friday evening at an informal
dividend holders.
the country
positions." he had gamed little
a large variety of nice articles dinner. followed by the first adtered showers or thunderstorms.
Observers at his first demonstraground
for
the price he paid in
will be on sale including a num- dress by Doctor Tilson and the
Turning colder in the west portion
tion take off Wednesday said he
dead and wounded.
ber of children's clothine They first seminar. The conference will
by afternoon or night.
tried to roll the plane immediately
There was little chance Vo could
urge the public to come by to see officially close at the wornhin
•
after leaving the runway, but
starve out Dien Bien Phu's dethe many items.
service on Sunday morning
something went wrong The wing
TEMPERATURES
Rev. Carl Noel and Rev. D. W. fenders who were maintaining
dug
into
the
ground
when
ho
I.t
at(jet
and
High Yesterday
Mrs. Neil C. Dem50
WHO KILLED AUNT CAROLINE!
-- --Billington will also take part in constant communication with aree
of Parris Island. South Cam' tempted to right the two place
Low Last Night
29
Mr. and Mrs Jerome Phillips,
the Bible Institute to be held at French high command headquar- lime
trainer.
announce
the birth c.f a
LAKE STAMM
who lost all of their household
Deep, dark mystery will stalk
the Ledbetter Baptist Church be- ters at Hanoi.
The veteran La Canada. Calif., furnishin
daughter Rebecca Ann on March
Yesterday
Tonight
gs and clothes by fire last the stage of Hazel High School
ginning on Friday evening March
pilot
was
the
father
of
14,
five
chil1954 Lieutenant Demaree, a
Friday night, will be honored with when the Senior Players
Obeerved Change Is
- BULLETIN 19.
present
The Woman'. Association of the
graduate of Murray State College dren.
a shower at the home of Mrs. .-Who
Midnight
Station
At ft a.m.
Killed
LEXINGTON. i - Newport
Aunt
Caroline" College Presbyterian Church will
They were omitted from the list
in 1949, and the University of
Edgar
Savannah
Woodall
19t') Fluct
on
the
there
Hazel
this
Friday night, March 19. have a rummage sale in the WhitHighPublic seared the upset of the
of ministers Who will take part.
Louisville School of Dentistry in
way Wednesciey afternoon. March
Perryville
354.2 Rise 0.4
After weeks of rehearsing, thus nell Building next door to Tolleye
season today as the Wildcats
NICE CATCH
Rev Noel will meek at 1100
1053 is at present stationed as a
24
Johnsonville
new
Rise
3a4 0
0 1 am. Saturday and Rev. Billington
"chiller-diner" is ready to be Food Market on the east side
tumbled defending state chamof
Navy dentist at Parris Island
PERU, Ind. flit-The street deAnyone having articles they wish unveiled, and an evening
Scott-Fitzhugh
__ 354.0 Rise 0.2 will speak at 2.00 p.m. Saturday.
pion Lexington Lafayette In
of thrills the square instead of the place
Mrs.
Demaree
partment
,
answered
the
former
Ann
call
from
a
a
donate
to
the
to
family may leave and chills is promised those stal- as reported
Eggnere Ferry
355 9 Rise 0.2
The public is invited to attend
the first round ef the State
camber
Crisp, Is a Murray State graduate man who lost his false teeth when them either at the home
if Mrv. wart souls brave enough to venKentucky H. W.
3340 Rise 112 this bible study which will start
High Scheel basketball TourThe sale will be held Monday.
in 1950. She is the niece ,if Mrs. a hearty sneeze sent them flying Woodall or at the home
of Pete ture into an atmosphere of mur- March 22 The group invites
Kentucky T. W.
301.6 Fall PH at 7:00 p.m. Friday.
nament, 50-45.
the
N. P. Hutson of Murray.
into a catch basin.
Farley on Woodlawn Street.
der and sudden death.
public to attend their sale.
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Defies Ike's
Go Easy Plea

ou spend on me in the beau
,y in the long run
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off quicker!"
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Test Pilot Is
Killed In Crash

State Internal
Revenue Agent To
Come To Murray

The Weather

Christian Group To
Have Rummage Sale

Public Invited To
Attend Bible Study

EY POITIER

S TONIGHT

E WYMAN,

Former Murray Grads
Have New Daughter

Shower To Be Held
For Phillips Family

Rummage Sale Is
Planned For Monday

•

•

•
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Baptist Students
To Hold Conference
On March 24-28

will,
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no me
•ther

Library Science
Fraternity Will
Meet At College

THURSDA
and FRI.

GET-UP-AND-GO
YOU'VE EVER SEEN
ON THE SCREEN!

'itemthe
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arsa-

150 College
Students Will
Attend Meet

Reds Killed Annual Crippled Children's
By Thousands Drive To Begin Here Today
In Indochina

2ef-te-4)
at% la:erareate.

ty

Vol. LXXV Ncj. 66

Showdown
Second Vessel Reported In
Comes Up On Bikini Radioactive Zone
Tax Issue

By JOHN DIETRICH
United Press Sports Writer
LEXINGTON Olt -- Fast-breaking
Ashland and
nervous. troubled
Clay County had the day off
today as the sudden death State
High School Basketball Tournament moved through as wildest
day.
By midnight, six other state
title contenders will have joined
the Ashland Tomcats and the Clay
County Tigers-last night's winners-in the field for Friday's
quarterfinals.

a blood to a Red Cross bank In Detroit
fusions given to the mother of M/Sgt.
, daring an Operation last January.
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Fryers 39c lb.

nails WNOw

WOODS
Ben
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FOR RENT

WATERS
- - By

TWO ROW MOUNT=
COIN 1952 DELUXE SEA
KING OUT- North 5th Stre
picker. H or DA Farman
et. For auther inin goad boaid motors 12
Poplar, phone 1074-11
h.p. Eciu:pped for
condition. John West.
formation. phone 1031
Fat mlngton. remote controls
TFC
after 5 p a.
. Price $140.00. Billy
KYTItGRE2313. SHRUBS
Ky.
AND
Tar
U. 14051a West Main, phon
roses. Three acres of
e
plants to
7411M.
chose from. Nice west
have a good pair of mule
ttrilept
grown NEW JESSE FRENCH
s. Wilt"
PIANO,
plants, $1.50 up. Roy
break gardens at anytime,
Seine:ow beautiful mahogany Spinet,
anyOutwher
Nursery, Wedeln
e.
Phone Nu. 794-3. J. C.
standing
Me
Hillinett.e.
vslue.
WANTED— Experienced
Phone
Kenn
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Vienna Sausage

2 cans 25c
Surf

2lg.pkg.49c
Frozen
Orange Juice

6 oz.can 10c
COFFEE
Happy Host

Kelley's Produce

I Blondie

By Chic Young
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it
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-

eisenles°,

Lynn Grave's
FLOUR
Plain, 25 lb. bag

$1.49
BOLOGNA

29c lb.
SALMON
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II

No.1 tall 39c
SHORTENING

3 lb. can 69c

(Aic

Yout4da

SPRING NEEDS

CABBAGE

lb. 7c
Green Onions

Bunch 10e

Ballard Biscuits

2 cans 25c

Five Years Ago Today

SAUSAGE

lb.35c
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NYLON
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PANTIES
white and assorted colors

New Shipment

WHITE SLIPS

COSTUME

CHILDRENS

JEWELRY

PANTIE

size 1 to 12

or
t

ALL METAL IRONING BOARDS
with perforated top

111 VW/

29c lb.

We invite your choice of our fine
selection of the newest fashions
for Easter and the spring days ahead

411111/efr

Extra Special

Wooden-Folding
Type
CLOTHES DRYER

•el i.ohreroght -fserther and After- ousts.
Nes. lobrses
. no. colors . . latest
ekrne'rshap WI, whole the selnnrson .s
eon.—

SHEEN GABARDINE, Long Sleeve
SPORT SHIRTS

Extra Large Size Me
WASTE BASKETS
Red - Yellow - White

$29.50 to $55.00

$4

CABBAGE

4 Piece

SLACKS

With the Famous "Snug-Tex"
waist band that stays put!

Bunch 10c

Welt Seam, Flap Pocket
Styles
HOUNDSTOOTH CHECK
In brown, blue, rust and gray

allard Biscuits

SHEEN GABARDINE:
In tan, blue, gray and brown

2 cans 25c

lIES

spa
COA

WORSTED FLANNELS
Tear-Flake in gray, tan and
blue. Solids in light blue, tan
gray

lb. 35c

$7.95 - $8.95
Dacron - Rayon
Slacks In
l gray, blue and tan, tear flake
worsteds

Oi

$10.95

Dacron - Wool Slacks in

blue, gray and tan patterns
Botany wool-nylon, charcoal
graduate flannel
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heat proof
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NEW SHIPMENT

59c or 2 pairs

CONOMY

pair

BAMBOO BASKE
with two handles,
imately one bushel
in natural color

for Easter.

aa
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Green Onions

nore
,ther

Wide Selectit

BOLOGNA

lb. 7c

4114

LADIES
RAYON

Print Dresses

One Big Table
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39c yard or 3 yards for
-
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36 inch LL Stars and Stripes
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100•44.-ea--5.-ye44411.- ---- ••
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Assorted Colors
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SLIPS
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CANNON
15 Denier
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io. 1 tall 39c

Ladies Rayon Panties

IRS OF

2 cans 25c

Lynn Grave's
FLOUR
Plain, 25 lb. bag

LADIES COTTON HALF

NECKLACE

Vienna Sausage

lb. 85c
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Potted Meat

COFFEE
Happy Host
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22 ounce giant size
DRINKING GLASSES
15c or 8 FOR
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hondkerch.els .n a rnde rays Ol cater and
pattern.

new spring lines

$1.00 box
1RTS

•Solid Colors
blue, gray, brown
• Knobby Tweeds
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• Flake Patterns
Gray and brown
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Exhibition
Baseball Results
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SPECIALS

FOR REITT
_

NOTICE

-. WOODS
By Ben

-FOR SALE

ECONOMY
GROCERY

Kelley's Produce

Fryers 39e lb.
Potted Meat
a
4

can 5c

a

Vienna Sausage

4

2 cans 25c
Surf

2lg. pkg.49c
Frozen
Orange Juice

6 oz.can 10c
COFFEE
Happy Host

lb.85c

r,ery

Blondie

r DAG,,,00i7

By Chic Young

I'M NOT

THAT

'S
GOING Tp_I_3UY A
WONDERFUL,
-NEW HAT WITH -THIS PEAR
!
MONEY I'M GOING ALL THOS
E
TO USE IT FOR

EASTER

SEALS!

CRIPPLED
CHILDREN \,

WILL REALLY
THANK YOU.

year are

Lynn Grave's
FLOUR
Plain, 25 lb.
bag_

$1.49'1'
BOLOGNA

29c lb.

.

SALMON
Pink

No.1 tall 39c SHORTENING

3 lb. can 69c

SPRING NEEDS

CABBAGE

lb. 7c

Green Onions

Bunch 10c •

Ballard Biscuits

2 cans 25c

Five Years Ago Today

SAUSAGE

•

lb.35c

Winston

ECONOMY
GROCERY

on his way

DOLGLASS HIRDWARE

Rudolph Thurman
Owner, Mgr.
yr

•
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It

ECONOMY
GROCERY

infs

BIG oLIRA

SPECIALS

1.yers 39c lb.

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

Potted Meat

can 5c

LADIES COTTON HALF

FREE PEARL NECKLACE

/ienna Sausage

WITH 4 PAIRS OF
BOBBY SOCKS!
4 PAIRS FOR

2 cans 25c

Ladies- Rayoll Panties

SLIPS

•

Assorted Colors

98e

oz.can 10c

COFFEE
lappy Host

1.

WHITE SLIPS
CHILDRENS

Print Dresses
1

FLAT STEEL PANT CREASERS

for Easter..and after

Double Rust Proofed
...... • . 49c
59c

choice of our fine
selection of the newest fashions
for Easter and the spring days ahead

Bo ys White
T-SHIRTS

kLM0N
Pink

t\k'\

,

Boys Short

$29.50 to $55.00

Sleeve Polo
SHIRTS

Onions

size 4 to 16

Mena Blue
Chambray
WORK SH IR I s
regular $1.29 value
2 to customer

ES

SET

ern)
,"rive te4 atiee•-•oiss

heat proof

with 0 new ARCHDALE or SONIAIIIE lie.
.
EsCIting nen IfOlterns to creme ham'
'trim, tom... end plo.re.

plant

Biscuits

DRAINERS
red, isyellowot,

white and green

and green
Others
at
$1 98

$4.95

One Lot P4ens Soiled
DRESS SHIRTS
broken lots & sizes
regular $1.98 values

35c

Mens White and
assorted color
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West Hazel Club Holds
March Meet In Home
Of Mrs. Bob Orr

Phone 115 or 1150411
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Botany wool-nylon, charcoal
graduate flannel

red, blue, green

Mina ti-atterns - Solid

59e or 2For
Rubber Tire
DOOR
MATS

1

MATS

arerthe
-

the

and gray

In
i
nore
ther

prsssure,
no .binding...
just comfort

SPORT
COATS

dent
icky •
1,300
Into
mnes
Ap-

nay

Colors

$1,00
All Metal
KITCHEN
STOOL

COLUMBIA READY MIXED HOUSE PAI
NT
Outside, Inside Flat, floor enamel
$1.98
Nylon Paint Brush '
$1.98
MINIATURE CHARACTER DOLLS
with movable arms, head, eyes, and hair

ONE SIZE FITS ANY
FOOT (10-14)

$1.00
CHAMP HATS
For Men
in the new spring
Styles
$7.50 to $10.00

2 pair 150

S19.50 to S34.50

Spring Patterns in
MENS
PAJAMAS
Shorts, Regulars
$2.95 and $3.95

Mens $2.95 Value Sport Shirts
NOW $1.98
Many patterns to choose from incl
uding solids
and fancy patterns.

Make your selection
from our complete
new spring lines

tan.
wnIn
'ter

.en.
enS
IS.
IDal

"ed

•Solid

Colors
blue, gray, brown

• Knobby Tweeds
light gray, dark gray
tan, tweed
• Flake Patterns
Gray and brown
• English Weave
gray
• -English Plaids
• Blue Houndstooth

$12.95
-...."MIN.•••••••••••••••••••••=••••••••••

Skid resistant, good
assortment colors

15x15 PLASTIC PILLOWS

'STRETCH°
SOCKS

SPORT SHIRTS

With the Famous "Snug-Tex"
waist band that stays put!

Rubber Fatigue

One Big Table
ABC PRINTS
Spring Knight, Broadcloth, and prin
Seersucker, 59c or 2 yds;

SHEEN GABARDINE, Long Sleeve

Weakler, Henry,
Fulton. Hickman,
educational !nailloves of TIMM'S
rramlltes, music

b in
wars
to

New Shipment 81x30
COTTON RUGS

1

t he
.
Meal

New Shipment
80 SQUARE PRINTS
Good Assortment Patterns, 39c or 3 yds

59c or 2 pairs

SLACKS

ower
clans
I renot
ot

$1.00

vu 20 bath cloths

•

NYLON HOSE

Union City, Tenni and has sealed
this contest that
a11ONAL RANK
YARD."

$1.afil SPECIAL

20x40 TOWELS
29c or 4 for

97

NEW SHIPMENT

•

'dent
one

veir

BATH MAT SETS

Extra Special

have to be ores_
_
olth all blanks
ty Tennessee, not

$1.00

20x40 Cannon Towels
Pastel and Deep Tone Colors

New Shipment

Imo

ALL METAL IRONING BOARDS
with perforated top

SPECIAL

t its
ZOrre
are

Special, 39c or 3 for $1.00

One Big Table
PRINTED PLISSE CREPE
39c yard or 3 yards for

Lward - -

Special, 59c or 2 for

Special

36 inch LL Stars and Stripes
DOMESTIC

REE

hammer

$208

IT SCOW A NIVI 1
NOW IN WORDMATING MUMS
EXUTLIAIXT

22x44 Cannon Deep Tone
Towels, regular 79c values

FAST COLOR

CANNON
SHEETS

▪

newisoft, stretchable
NYLON

Mens New Spring
Short Sleeve
PORT SHIRTS
whites and fancies in seersucker and skipdent
materials

You have never known
such a perfect fit . . . like a
soft
glove! They stretch as
you put them on. Then the
yarn relaxes.
to fit every curve of your
leg or foot. No pressure
no binding
,.. no garters .7.
never slide down.
Long wearing,- quick
drying. All popular colors in
darks
and pastels. Also whites.
Choose from our assortment of
clocks,
komet ribs, and motif desig
ns.

-.41111111111101a-_

$1.59 or 2 for $3.00

Mens Long Sleeve
SPORT SHIRTS
Every color, Every Size,
Every Style, Spread Collars
Button-Down Collars, Hand
Picked Collars
FAMOUS ARCHDALE
BRAND $3.95
Solids in gray, blue, tan and
green. Cotton-wool combinations in yellow, blue, gray

vmpre• wwroz

•

ti.

an

GARDEN HOSE ALL PLASTIC
Long Lasting
25 feet
$1.98
50 feet
' ........... • .. $3.95
'
wee

•

ng
rt.
ch
of
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wit
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Anything Can
Happen On
A Movie Set

Vic Damone Is
Looking For Wife

Statewide Plumbing
Laws Called For

THE 111:1)(111M AND rimrs, 34I1tt1tA, ICF:N
t(ICY

NOW IT'S CHIEF WILLIAM DEAN

THURSDAY, MARCH 18, 1954

BIRTHDAY GIFT FOR EINSTEIN

LOUISVILLE
!truce Underwood. state health commissioner, yesterday called for statewide
United Press Sian Correspondent application at Kentucky's
plumbHOLLYWOOD RA—In the spring ing law which now covers only
a young man's fancy, etc„—and counties containing cities of the
such is the ea.** with crooner Vic first and second classes.
By VERNON SCOTT`
Darnone who admitted Tuesday
He read a message at the conUntied Press Staff Correspondent he is wife hunting
vent
vege- vention of the Kentucky State AsHOLLYWOOD aP — Most movie ance
sociation of Master Plumbers.
goers don't begin to realize the
The plumbers were told in a
trouble a director and his crew
"I guess every yuy sooner or
go through to produce a believable later pets the yen to settle down speech which ended the two-day
realistic scene and raise a family." Vic grinned. meeting that they should try •ia
A fluke accident occ4red the -Well, it's finally happened to sell modernizing projects for kitchens when they are called to
ether day on the set of -The Egyp- file ..
homes to open a clogged drain- Oe
tian" that must have cost 20th
The handsome singer Urn years repair a dripping faucet.
Century - Fox Stuctii-u several
The,speaker was Robert B. Burn.
thousands of dollars. yet is could old and all set to make with the
hardly have been prevented. Here's "I do's," All he needs is a girt. 1 Pittsburgh, vice president in charge Of kitchen sales for American
how it happened:
According to Vic al
job of Radiator & Standard Sanitar
Director Michael Curtis organy Co.
finding the right woman is twice • Burn
ized his cast and crew after lunch
said 90 per cent of AmeriTO-YEAR-011) Chief Thum:terrace
the Paiute Indian tribe praas
hard
for
a
guy
show
in
busin?s
s can homes don't have modern kitfor an important scene in an angents a %lir bonnet to Maj. Gen.
William F. Dean in Reno, Nev,
as
it
is
for
any
ordinar
y
Joe.
chens
cient Egyptian tavern called the
at dinner in famed ex-POW's honor,
flalarsistional dosacIphoto)
-Tail of the Crocodile "There
-People think an entertainer has
a-ere about 300 extras in the lavish an easy
time finding dates and
scene in addition to the leading girl friends,
" Vic said.. "Maybe
actors, Edmond Purdorn, Victor they're
right, but that doesn't
Mature and Jean Simmons
mean he meets the kind he'd like
In the action Mature, who plays to
fT4rry.
1, warrior named Horemheb boasts
, -When a girl meets a bachelor
of his proweim by throwing dagin show business, she's meeting
gers—rubber—at two giant casks
the name—not the guy himself.
of wine. breaking them open. His
Usually the girl is disillusioned
brothers in arms proceed to gull)
right OR the bat he's been thinkup the wine as it pours out of the
containers. Meanwhile in the fore- ing about the character in Cinema/cope. Instead, she meets Plat
I
ground of the cinernascope
Miss Simmons and Purdom have an ordinary fellow.
"Then
there's
college
girls." ne
3 little tete-a-tete
went on -They compare you mitn
your football heroes and the
tillectual crowd. I didn't go !
Let Us Make Your
college myself, so tha• sort
leaves me cold."
Vic says snow people ought to I1
We make them any size
stick together
Large Selection of
"When you get away from show I
Moldings
people, you find a lot of girls who
Also picture prints and go
out with • celebrity just to mix
mirrors to fit your picture with the bright
lights crowd. A lot
frame.
of then spot an actor or a singer '
as a means to get out cy: the oil
home town"
Mayfield, Ky.
Vie was igillerruptecl by a studio,
publicity man who stopped by to,
talk about the singer's nee. picture. -Athena." for MGM But Vic
,
was more interested in talking
1
t easy to be o.
about acquiring Clark Gable's
re- I
cantly vacated dressing room_ The,
studio' man shrugged and moved
I
on.
Asked about marriage orcupe.•
' Tie grinned.
i "My ideal is Marissa
Pavan1 ier Angeles twin sifter.
But mar..
1 riage" One never knows."
he said .
.' May.
1
Sy VERNON SCOTT

Aummummo.
95 DRIVE -IN
THURSDAY ONLY
"THE GIRLS OF
PLEASUP.E ISLAND"
In Technicolor
with Don Taylor and
Leo Genn
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
"LAW AND ORDER"

AS A PRESENT on Ms 7Sth birthday, Prof. Albert Einstein (left)
receives
scale model of the Albert Einstein College of Medicine
of Yeshiva university, now under construction in New York. The
presentation was made in Princeton, N. J. In middle ICNatha
niel
L. Goldstein, New York attorney general and national campaign
chairman of the medical college, and at right, Dr Marcus D.
Kobel, dean of the college.
(International)

a

•irt-technicolor
starring Ronald Reagan
with Dorothy Malone
and Preston Foster
—r

Read Our Classifieds

PARKER'S FOOD MARKET
HIGH QUALITY

COURTEOUS SERVICE

Free Parking

South Fifth Street

LOW PRICES

PICTURE FRAMES

White Cobbler
Eating
POTATOES
10 lb. bag 29c

MOREHEAD BROS.

Yellow
ONION SETS
4 lb. 1 gal.
39c

IOW MORI

Red River Blue Tag
certified Triumph or
Cobbler
SEED POTATOES
100 lb. bag $2.49

Top Quality
CHUCK ROAST
from heavy mature
beef

Duncan Hines White
CAKE MIX
2 boxes 57c

37c lb.

Paramount Kosher

DAVIS PAINTS

DILL PICKLE

i

4-Hour
Enamel
eirteia ••••••4•••
..ta. tiro el pow •••• h•ms•lik4.14 ••••••1
Mei.** ho..* doce•irwas •
Y

•••;11

•••.1 plossurs.
Use an *ay
.••41, wag&
•••••••• werfoca

11.1.116 morks
4Ir
Gin
bel

m•41.•*•1.

saww•••

C

urn
can.
tars
San.
on

•

....-

ha.loa,

atom

$1.98 qt

a

war

DOUGLASS
HARDWARE

To
sid
your
and
ward
aligns
a do
fleas
large,
tucky
meth.
ally
Rain

Luke
3141k
sower.
r...•414
We k
a Way
is oat
Predic
of the

1

31i. lb. •

March 16, 1954

. 25.40

FROZEN FOODS

.

Town

. . 19c

WHOLE KERNEL CORN, 10 oz.

. 19c

Drool* Flettn fl b..‘1,ng powspple Nixie and (lintel
('541 word (Arciorotar ( *bout 20 fall.I ers
Carnatton ta raft,Frator trey unttl soh climb lotm
rlsrougn milk tab..' it mamas) Wh.P,btll*d Cone
oon taut! u./ (about 1 mature), add 2 r
lern.
'WW1 .04COM Mu* ral,pptni uned 041.17t71711nwes
looser Gmlbstre ptrarappk, aura dome& lernon
salt and apple in boot Fold to a/topped (arnatton
Flom Spans two 1 +tart mold 0,11 uni firrn
I Noun)

Stokely's White Country Gentleman
BANANAS

CORN, 2 303 cans

31c

#4)
Golden

Stokely's

PARTY PEAS, 303 can

25c

Yellow
2 pounds

Heinz

BABY FOOD IN GLASS, 3 cans

32c

Nabisco

100""c BRAN, 16 oz. box

.

27c

25c

1

WILSON'S CERTIFIED
CANNED MEATS

ROAST BEEF, 12 oz. can
VIENNA SAUSAGE, 2 cans

57c
39c

TAMALES, 16 oz. can

25c

CORNED BEEF HASH 16oz can 34c
CHOPPED BEEF, 12 oLcait. 45c
"sralimourediallia

De Luxe Bath Size

DARMIR, 16 oz. box

39c

SWEETHEART SOAP, 2 bars

w•mes
WAXED PAPER, 125 ft. roll

28c

WOODBURY SOAP, 4 bars

PUREX DRY BLEACH, lg. size

39c

SWEETHEART SOAP, 4 bars

25c

Regular Size

Linit

26c

Regular Size

26c

Bath Size

LAUNDRY STARCH, box

15c

WOODBURY SOAP, 2 bars

20c

BLU-WHITE FLAKES, 4 bars .

31c

ANGU)

DOG FOOD
2 Cans
I

PUREX

ROAST
BEEF

BLEACH

12 oz. can 59c

25c

•/
1
2 gallon 29c

Ij
1

4-•N•
4.0
4

GI•

•

4,

•

s1

1-4 oz. can 25c

RIVAL

26.00
24.00
2170
9.00-21.00

HOGS —
180 to 230 pounds

3 lb. can 79c

141•••• MP* 114•••••••
Co•••••••••

BIG BROTHER MARGARINE,2 lbs. . 35c

$20.00-$22.30
15 00-19.00
15.00-21.00
10.00-13.00
5.30-9.50
10.00-14.50

VEAL...4 —
Fancy Veals
No. 1 Veal.
No. 2 Veals
Throwouts .

29c lb.

LIMA BEANS, 10 ounce . .

LI]

TOTAL HEAD 820
Good Quality Fat Steers
Medium Quality Butcher Cattle
Baby Beeves
Fat Cows, Beef Tye
Canners and Cutters
Bulls

SHORTENING

BIRDS EYE STRAWBERRIES, 10 oz. 25c

Best
Meats

Pure Pork
SAUSAGE
seasoned the way you
like it
39c lb.

Market Report
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'Clock

by the piece

4

ged.

MURRAY LIVESTOCK CO.

Snowdrift

Sliced*
FRYERS

We've got to do it over again,"
,... said.
That meant delay of at least a
'.if hour while the mud was
.eaned up makeup had to be
..,uched up and new costumes fit•-•1 for extras who were drenched
...ith wine,
"It's hard to believe." Curtis
told his -stunned actors. -but when
Victor threw one of those daggers
It missed the jug and knocked the
•amera cord out of .the socket.
-We did a perfect sc*ne without
film"

81'01
four
Mur

crib
lar;
char
they
are
You
drop
or
gob
al.
h0
you i

Pan Ready

BOLOGNA

l

IMO

Year clao.c• eh tweet,.
thee* 1•••••Ifiel modem colors.

2

Curds started out by
telling 1
everyone exactly what he
wanted
The seem wow id_labous tare;
`rhilltitet
I
.! In the tittle trial run
one' of the
bit players muffed his
lines and
i they started over again
The entire!
:scene was finally rehearsed
attar .
I set.eral false starts,
, They ran through the scene ,i
.again. This time Curtis told
the 1
?extras they weren't doing
their'
1 jobs—that they should
be acting!
!like people in any saloon
in any I
? period of time He
dernocunnited
how they should behave, then
nod.
'tied to "old pro.' Mature
to set
;the mood.
i Finally the director was
ready
to "roll 'ern." The sound
stage
beU rang, the red light went
on
and the cameras started
grindin..
1 Early in the serene Mature
threw
,the daggers alid the casks
spewed
1
movie "wine" according to schedule The actors spoke their lines
perfectly—even the extras went
.all out to give a convincing per're-mance..
-iie----i,
When the "take' ended every.
.ody looked pleased as punch—
,..eryone but Curtis He was out.

i

ta

••

Large

qt. jar 29c

All purpose
easy-to-use
Iaous elao1d
enamel

to
Li
at i
th.
Th
tab

Cut Up

Dial Soap
stops odor before it starti
2 rot_
Bigger
Bath Size J 37c
2-New
'...om,Olexion s'izeJ 27c

•••

T.^

_
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'5 DRIVE -IN

, ONALD DUCK
D

THURSDAY ONLY

in— teasiticolor
starring Ronald Reagan
with Dorothy Malone
and Preston Foster

By Walt Dis

EVERY TIME WE USE EAS
TER
SEALS WE HELP CRIPPL
ED CHILDREN
TO IMPROVE AND LEAD
HAPPIER
LIVES. I HOPE ALL
........, READERS USE
MY

"THE GIRLS OF
PLEASURE ISLAND"
In Technicolor '
with Don Taylor and
Leo Genn
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
"LAW AND ORDER"

.

"'"c

EASTER SEALS!

11

EASTER SEAL
HEADQUARTERS

0

The

National Society
for
Crippled Chldren
and Adult;
•

1111111.11.111111111141,

Zead Our Classifieds

Frankfort, Ky
— Kentucky's
gigging season is under way and
wino continue through April 31.
The season opened on March 1
in designated streams. Only rough
fish 'may be taken by the gig ard
the limit is 15 for a 24-hour period
from noon to noon. Gigging is
prohibited at all times in the following lakes and streams: Dale
Hollow and its tributaries, Lake
Cumberland and its tributaries up
to Cumberland Falls. Herrington
Lake, Dix River, Tygart Creek,
Kinniconick Creek. Elkhorn Creek.
Red River. Triplett Creek, North
Fork of Kentucky River and Harrods Creek. Dale Hollow and Lake
Cumberland and their tributaries
were added,
. to the banned areas
this year because officers had reported a number of giagers were
taking great quantities of bass
while they were on the nests in
the tributaries 9f these bodies of
water.

Mrs. Lewis Sandefur of Livingston county used information from
a homemakers club lesson in making on order more than 100 pounds
of candy for servicemen and others.

Copt 1114, Wall Closnr7
\lurid Itsghts &scout PflAkArti0111
IN.telut•J

PRICES

OY

State Gigging
Season Underway

IN WASHINGTON, MARCH KEEPS RIGHT ON ROAR
ING
THESE PHOTOS allow scenes in the warfare aroun
d Senat

or Joseph McCarthy (R). Wisconsin, his
Red-investigating subcommittee and his
counter-attack against the recent anti-McCarth
y speech
by Adial Stevenson.
(Intermark:mai doinuipAotos)

Top Quality
UCK ROAST
m heavy mature
beef
37c lb.

1
lb
99c

Roy Cohn, Mal.Arthre chief counsel, Is shown with
varying expressions during • seelle• In Whisk
Mrs. Annie Lee Mons was under questioning.. There
is sentimeat amens Republicans ea the 411111.
committee to get Cohn removed. A long
Army department report accuses Cohn et ildtentpling
to oblate special favors for David Iliebine, now to Army
and formerly subcommittee levestigster.

OIDG1111 I TM., IITTSRAT, 1111114Y
ucirr

Feed Orders
Of Farmers Are
Disclosed

Every Plant Started in
Seedbox Can Be Saved

Feed orders placed by Kentacky
farmers through March 12 in
the
U. S. Department of Agriculture',"
drought emergency program totaled 912.000 bushels of corn, 204,8.0
0
bushels of oats, 97.570 bushels of
feed wheat, and 7,107 tuns of
cottonseed
products, the --State
USDA Drought Committee reports.
County reports on feeds received
total 556.700 bushels of corn. 204,800
bushels of oats, 46,124 bushels of
wheat, and 5,973 tons of cottonseed
products.

PAGE SEVEN

Kentucky TB
Unit May Be
Established

and will function as an adviser
on
medical matters pertaining to tnberculosis and other pulmonary
diseases. It will promote medic
al
research and education on diseas
es
of
the
chest among medical stuFrank
W. Webster, executive
dents
and practicing physicians.
secretary of the American
Trudeau Society, is in Kentu
Thirty Kentucky physicians have
cky to
help promote establishment
of a petitioned for recognition of a
Kentucky unit of that organiza- Kentucky unit
and an organisation
tion. The Society is the medic
al meeting is planned for May 23 at
1
section of the National Tuber
culo- the Seelbach _Hotel in Louisville.
sis Association."
Dr. Robert- J. Dancey, Madisonville,
•
has been named temporary chairThe proposed Kentucky
Trudeau mart by Dr. E. R.
Gernert, presiSociety will be affiliated
with the dent of the Kentu
cky TuberculoKentucky Tuberculosis Assoc
._ _ .
iation SiS ASSOCS:stiwi
_ .._---, - --

Certifieeteir-otred to
eligible
farffiers Which entitl
e them to
purchase from dealers at
reduced
rates 41.462 hundred
weight of
mixed feeds also were
reported by
county drought cocmittees.
Tiny seedlings are eadly transplanted to other
flats.
Whenever seeds are sown under
If plant bands are used a seedprotection, before it is safe to ling is place
d in the center of
sow them in the garden, seed- each band, or
two
lings will come up too crowded band if you wish seedlings to a
to play safe. In
to develop properly.
case both survive, one is elimThey must be thinned out and inated before they crowd.
the excess plants either discardPlant bands are made of either
ed or transplanted to other quar- wood veneer or asphalted paper
.
ters. usually another seed box. They make four sides of a
cube,
This box may be filled with plant open top and bottom and enclos
bands, so that the equivalent of ing six cubic inches or more
of
pot-plants are produced by the sod They are placed touch
ing
transplanted seedlings; or the each other to fill the flat.
then
latter can be set out evenly Idled with soil. If the wick-wat
erspaced at Limit 2 inches apart log method of irrigation is
used,
each way, but without anything to the bands should rest on a cushretain the ball of soil about their ion of soil to facilitate even disroots_
tribution of moisture.
Plants grown in these bands
Seedlings can be moved at an
early stage of their growth with can be lifted from the flat and
trans
planted without their roots
• millimUlIn check on growth. The
usual custom is to move them as being disturbed. This avoids
soon as they have made true transplanting shock and insures
leaves. The first leaves called rapid growth of the plant in the
seed leaves, do not provide food garden. It is not necessary to refor the infant plant; but the true move the paper bands in transleaves do, and help it recover planting, since they disintegrate
from the slight shock of moving. under outdoor conditions.
Plant bands are inexpensive
The operatioc is done in sec- arid
give definite advantages to
onds. A pointed stick is thrust in- the
plants grown in them. The
to the soil near the seedling,
disturbance of a plant's roots
which is lifted between the stick cause
s
and s finger, moved to the new ingly • shock, which is increase as the plant grows
fiat where • hole has already larger sever
been punched for it The tiny shock Anything that reduces thls
will favor the rapid develroot is dropped in 'and soil is opme
nt of the plant and advance
pressed against It.
the harvest from

its
come
are

ident
one

Because of exhaustion
of Commodity Credit Corporatio
n stocks
it was necessary to -canc
el some
orders for oats and autho
rize farmers to substitute other
availabla
feeds. Orders are being taken
currently only for corn
at 31.00 a
bushel, feed wheat at
$1.10 a bushel and mixed feeds.
Eligible farmers may be iuthor
ized to buy these feeds at
reduced
rates for feeding basic found
ation
herds or flocks until April
15.
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you con co about 51.30 per enik
irons your milk
bill by using Cloverleaf. This means
money Is the
ad for clothes and those many
"extras."

nfcr, t he

log all cooking, bakin . drinkissis. Cloverleaf contains the
essential 'aunties and minoroh sof whole snillt-only the
fats we removed. Cloverleaf
• uncoaditionally guaranteed
to please.
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Today Nash Presents a
Completely New and Different
of WiTii

Mier

dent
sok!
1,300
12
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1-4 oz. can 25c
Left: Network broadcaster Fulton
Lewis,
McCarthy (right) are shown as Lewis
viewed McCarthy and McCarthy called
toterAnal Stevenson's charges **completely
false." He ado lashed
out at TV's Edward It. Morrow, who
criticised McCarthy OD his "See
It Nose program. Melt:
Mrs. Annie Lee Moos, discharged Penta
gon emplove, Is shown on subcommitt
ee witness stand, where
she denied being a Communist or ever
having seen • party card.
•
•

ERTIFIED

'ATS

can
, 2 cans

Sn

57c
39c
25c

M 16oz can 34c
Call
45c
2 bars

$1445
•F 0 II Coastal Port of Entry State
and local taxies, if any, •Ktra
W•adter Eye, Nadu, and Whit* Wall
Tire, ovailable at extra cost For Convertible, illustroted below, odd $74

The Exciting New Metropolitan

25c

)ars

26c

4 bars

26c

tars

20c

I bars

31c

Senator W. Stuart Symington (0),
Missouri. shows tenseness during
Mra. Annie Lee Mow appearance before the subconunIttee.
Accused by • former witness of being
• Reel. she lost her
Pentagon Job, Symington told her be
believed her story that she SW not, and
if she felled to win
relmitatensent, **come around and see
me. Ill get you • Job."

Only the PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
Tastes So Good So Many Ways!

lal Soap

,ps odor before it starti
2,01.
Bigger
Bath Size
37c

2 POO
New
7p/exion fizei 27c

THE SWEETNESS OF ITS FLAVOR MAKES THE DIFF
ERENa
Serve Pride of Illinois

4

sweet corn any way you will and
you'll find this pearly Country Gentleman white
sweet corn
supremely delicious—most economical. It
has •
special sweetness and flavor that are true only
of corn
grown in a small section of central Illinois.
Tender and fresh, it is rushed from field to
cannery
to give you wonderful goodness.
Get a
I cans today.
Serve it hot as it comes from the can—or,
as fritters—
chowder—baked—in a pudding. You'll
love it.

The Favorite in Dixieland for Over 70 Years

• .

UP TO 40 MILES A GALLON!
• Official records in 24-hour NASC
AR supervised
runs: Non-stop estrosauy test-41.5
7 miles a gallon at
34.83 m.p.h. Performanoe test —1,469 miles
at an overage
of 61.24
• Powered by the famous Austin A-40
overhead valve engine • World's easiest
handling and
parking • Riding comfort of a large car • Lowes of
t
operating costs • Your choice of two
modch--Convertible or "Hardtop".

y

OU'VE HEARD

the rumors about a new
kind ofcar—a new size ofcar from
Nash
....that will get up to 40 miles a
gallon....
scoot through traffic and fly up die
hills...
park in a "penny's worth" of space
.
Now it's ready for the roads of
America.
It's the exciting, new Metropolitan!
It's a family car . . . practical for
small
families, a sensible second car for large
families ... can ride three in front, with
an extra
utility seat in hack.
It's a pleasure car,
... a dashing, continental-styled, road -hugging .vporrster.
... exciting
to drive
. beautifully made.
It's a liminess car... perfect for those
who
use a car constantly—and want
frovest operating costs and amazing parking
ease.
The low, low price includes such
custom
equipment as directional signals,
continental
tire mount, foam cushions with
nylon and
genuine leather upholstery.
A custom radio

NOW ON DISPLAY at Nash Dealers'
Everywhere!

PARKER

and the famed Nash Weather Eye Condi
tioned
Air System are available at extra
cost.
Yes, the Metropolitan is all autom
obile.
Built as a double-rigid, all-welded
structure
—protecting you with safer Nash
Airflyte
Unitized Construction. Built with Nash
quality—Nash ruggedness—built like
all Nash
cars for a double lifetime of servic
e.
See and try the exciting new Metro
politan
today!

Metropolitan
NEWEST MEMBER OF THE

7taik.
• riffAlle 4
116N11/61

AMB ASS ADOR • STATESMAN
• RAMBLER
Suitt Wits, a ••Deuble
Your Safest frv•st
meet T•day
Tour Sounds's, R•sal• Valu• Tomorrow

MOTORS

Flhone 373

7th.at Main St., Murray

,
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• ----Nobby
Alino High
School News
F. F. A. News
The Alm. F F A held its lootlar meeting Friday. February Z.
The purpose of business was a
discussion about the Father .301t1
Sit B nquet The date wasn't set.
but a committee was appoints4 to
look into the matter and site a
report to the chapter.
The chapter has been selling
vanilla extract to raise chapter
funds There was .1 small prize
for the boy who sold the most.
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-a.

Allen Herndon won by sell- send
'
it liFurray TrOspital.
Railroad Stair-Assistant, Mt T.
ing sixteen bottles.
We had our r. H. A. party, Rockwood. "In anisver to the quesFriday night, February 12. -3anies tion you recently mailed to us.
F.
A. -News
were led by Geraldine vVilsoe. v% hen a train is going around a
Due to the absence 01 our presil ,Allie Mae
Vance. Doris Graham. curve the outside wheels, of those
dent, Ann Ross, the Almo
'Shirley Lovett, Mary Aim Boyd. on the longest rail, slip a very
of Future Homemakers of America
Barbara
Tucker, and
Marjorie small amount to make up for the
was called to or*r by the vice
Wilkerson served on the ,-efresh- fact that the wheels on the othier
president. Doris 6raham, Friday, fnent
committee. The F. F. A. boys side of the train do not have tsi
Fe,bruary 26. at 8:45.
were our guests. The party • was travel quite so far. This slippage
except on a very sharp curve will
Mrs. Lilly, our adviser, made a enjoyed by everyone.
make a singing sound as the outtalk on our Junior Homemakers
LIkeraty Club News
side wheel turns. Possible you have
Degrees. The group also decided to
The Literary Club held its reguheard it."
order some F. H A. pins.
lar
Friday, February 26.
After the-meeting was adjourned After the meeting was called to
our song leader. Joyce Bizzell, lead order by the president,
Ann Robthe group in singing. and then we erts. the minutes of the
last meetplayed games.
ing weie read by Shirley Bennett,
Allie Mae Vance. Faye Lockhart, the secretary.
and Dee Bogard made some beautSeveral book
reviews
were
iful valentime favors for the pat- given. Gertrude Bogard was selected as the best pros,. reader
Frankfort, Kr
Ten thousand
for contest. Linda West and Emma
Lou Roberts played several piano additional rainbow trout. about 5
.10 4
solos. Games were played' md en- inches tang, will be released oeloyed by all members.
low Lake Cumberland Dam in

On Kenutcky •
Farms
Shelby county farmers are planning to hold a cattle show in
April to stimulate interest in
dairying.
County
Farm
The
Christian
Bureau is sponsoring a pasture
improvement program with other

agencies cooperating.
Miss Violet French, champion
4-H tobacco grower in Carter
county,' received an average of
65 cents a pound for her crop.
Farmers in Casey county have
ordered 40,000 strawberry plants
through the Cumberland Strawberry Growers Association.
Mrs. Crit VanArsdell of Bath
county usei homemakers lessons on
pattern alteration in makins 12
house dresses and dress-up cottons
for summer wear.
The Wayne county homenuakers

reading program was brought to
the attention of the public through
a book and magazine exhibit in
the window of the Peoples State
Bank.
Mrs. Carl Thomason of Butler
county improved the farm entrance and her mail box, the latter
topped with a name-plate of the
farm.
The West Kentucky Hereford
Association has voted to give a
trophy to the owner of the best
Hereford at the district 4-H and
FFA show at Princeton.

masswaight
Thirteen carpenters attended .
a
i builders school in Green county.
Roscoe Tuggle of Clinton county
grew almost 100 bushels of corn an
acre on land that produced 17
bushels in 1940.
By 1955. strawberries are expected to rank next to tobacco us a
cash crop in Whitley county.
The Laurel County 4-1; Club
Council is sponsoring a drive to
have 200 acres of strawberries
planted in the county, thus making a processing plant possible.

II

This Spring, It's Patietinsti Carpets

Ten Thousand
Rainbow Trout To
Be Released

Henry's First

moth

Grade News
Superintendent
Buren
Jeffrey
visited our history class recently
and made a most interesting contribution to our discussion of the
developeinent if ways of transportation in the West. He told us
how the wheels of a train are made
in one with the axel so that the
wheels and axel must always turn
together. Then he left us to solve
the problm of how a train is able
to ti-avel further than the wheel
on the inside of the curve.
Several members of te class
wrote railway companies. nuple
Wilson received the following explanation from the Illinois Central

Cumberland River within the next
few days. This will be the second
addition this sprins, since 10.000 of
the same size trout were added
last week. Since the restocking
program below the dam st:irted
two years ago. 50.000 rainbows have
been stocked. t. Lit :he first 107000
smaller. From the early
rainbows
that
stocking a few
measured up to II inches have
been caught in the Swift, cool
waters. Stocking with larger fish
probably will result in a greater
survival rate, fisheries experts believe.
were

Steve Canyon By Milton

As spring plowing gets underway on farms across the nation, none
of the more than 4 million farm tractor's in use will resemble this one.
Heary Ford': first farm tractor, built in 1901. long sine. has been
retired to a place of honor in the Dents Ford Museum, Dearborn. Mich
The 24-horsepower vehicle, which We Ford rafted his "Automobile
Plow," sports an entree with copper water jackets. ifs rear wheels
were taken from a binder Despite its early vintage, it still nine.

Caniff

I'VE SEEN MEN CRIPPLED BY
WAR. AND I'VE SEEN THEM
HELPED BACK TO HEALTH BY THE
GOVERNMENT. BUT WHEN
CHILDREN ARE CRIPPLED, YOU
CAN HELP THEM —
BY USING

FRESH F1,0'WERED CSRPETS set the Spring mood and offer a
new year-round decorating slant for traditional settings. Muted
modern colors and a deep sculptured weave bring the period theme
up to date. A gracious foil for dark woods is Sonnet, in pastel
flower tones on a delicate beige ground.

BORROWED FROM OLD HOMESPUN FABRICS, random patterns are newest fashion in carpets this Spring. High-style colorings
and textured pile add a contemporary flavor. Here, American Casual
in green and brown tones touched with brick red and white, provides
a charming backdrop for casual modern or provincial rooms.
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BILBREY S
SPRING

EASTER
SEALS.

tab:

Pretty zigzag!
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Sawtooth edging rises this checked gingham dress
special appeal: The neckline is s'd in front and back and
Is echoed with matching grosgrain. The belt is

all
wat,

Viso grosgrain and the huge *Uri as fine.pleated to

laugl
Might

hip-kidl all around. Purple, green. noisy. black.
Sizes 10 to 16. $17.95.

L'AIGLON

EVERYONE KNOWS TO SHOP BILBREYS!

prom
ralj

Copyright 1554, Fork' Enterprises, Inc

WHIRLWIND
SPECIALS
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GARDEN HOSE

the place is here...

50 ft.

for shining-new
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GOOD YEAR
SEAT COVERS

blouses

FULL SETS
FIBRE
$8.88

YKL DRY-PROOF

BATTERY

WOr

• HOLDS POWER LONGER'
• LASTS LONGER!
''NEEDS LESS SERVICE!

"
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WADE-IN ALLOWANC
tOuR OLD RATTER,

WOVEN PLASTIC
$10.95
LOOK! AUTO
MATS $1.00

$3.25

NOW $2.50

change

Fishing Supplies
Buy

at the lowest
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Into a

Pathfinder
By GOODYEAR

price
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600-16
For all your paint needs
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$10.95 plus tax, ex.
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Regular $12.95
FOG LIGHTS
NOW $8.88

670-15

BILBREY'S
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$12.95 plus tax, ex.
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Now Hear Sound
No Other Radio
Can Match
lust arrived—fresh-cut, softrolored new Sillfrn Won's,
How fire the fabrics silken Wamsotta

I

in town,

Radio Batteries
Only $5.95
Hot Shot
BATTERIES
Regular $3.25
NOW $2.69
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and weight
reg. $5.45, now $3.99
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plastic, reg $5.45

NOW $3.99
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G. E.
Musaphonic

pima cottons...

non.wilt lineny rayons... wonderful

wi

TRUCK TIRES

Plastic Coating
for inlaid or linoleums
50c pt. and get 1 free

tr

aaiti
'Yeal
kt

600-16 6 ply
$16.95 plus tax

All Tricycles and
Bicycles at special
reduced prices

on most

w.k•
-it
W
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or
Elehn,

tghe
lancc'en
ot
deli( ele
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CLEARANCE
USED TIRES

(cared,P

woven ginghams ...glossy combed cotton broadcloths!
How varied the styles. action backs, sleeveless

pretties,

new suit-eril Ever lovely, ever washable,
ever your best blouse buy! Sizes 36 to 40.

LITTLETON'S

LITTLETON'S

BILBREY'S
CAR ANI)HOME SUPPIA

210 E. Main
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SILAGE OF EXTRA GRASS
ii- bulldozer
was hired at $9 an hour
to dig a
'500 ton trench silo
for a total
Surplus grass grown this
spring cost of less than
$60. This was
should be made into silag
e to feed 'considered
cheap storage for drouduring dry midsummer
or next gilt emergenc
y feed. Other points
winter, says Dr. W. P.
Garrigus, made by
Dr. Cerritos:
head of the Animal Indus
try DeBeginners are sometimes putpartment at the Unive
trench silo should be locat
rsity of
ed
zled by garden talk, but soon
Kentucky. Adequate rainfall
in the on doping ground where there is
learn that this hobby, like other
next few months could
s,
produce a good drainage. Sometimes it is
has its own vocabulary. To sow
surplus of grass, he added
cut through a hogback so
.
that
both
seed
in
hills, for example, does
Drought emergency feed
may be ends can be open.
not mean to cover them with
accumulated for two or
a
three
Building paper plus an
moun
d elevated above the surinch or
years, using only surplus
low two of dirt makes
round
a
ing surface.
good rover
grade roughages that may
be
Since the depth of silag
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fall
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or of other
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LEXINGTON, Maas. 11P be sold at
it-In favor of
A public auction
at
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the Game Farm,
dentist here has a farm in Biller
ica three miles west
67-Rtver in Siberia
of Frankfort, on
which he calls Tooth Acres.
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the
Departrnent of
CHAPTER THIRTY FIVE
01:411,*
look apprehensive. Not Willard,
sfalIte
seutetiff,
family impeccability • had ImmediFOR AN hour Craig gave Shelly of course. One
Walrace, COmnilasiorier of
had to hit bird ately grown over
the Dethe tiny scar,
a wonderful time; for an hour they with a baseball
partment, annotinced today
bat. But E.J. and healing assured
. The
by their generosidanced, they went out on the vet._ his father
had indeed been "in ty to Shell
sale
will
open promptly at 9:30
y, their kind Inclusion
andah and listelied to the rain; conference
" before Eleanor's as'- of her in every
a.m.
thing the family
then they danced again. lie
was rivaldid.
smitten--as she had counted
"Just tell us what you think
The motors, all of which
on
hove
his being. He'd meant that kis&
But nowhetn reconditioned
him /7*PP34,66
by a .factbryHis manner said so, am they erett a bit d. Kleent71" 1111d-firir=
"Wha
t
time
*was
this?" asked
brusquely. However
trained Mechanic were used
at
danced-said so to Shelly, and
to she might feel, she was not a Everett, standing up in the center tse Junior
Conservation
all who watched. And everyone part of the
Club
family, and ft was of the room, "when you saw
camps and by Conservation
watched. Other men tried to
Officut Carr practice to guard its ranks that?"
cers. Some of the motors have
4
in; he shook his head, and
"Oh, I'm not sure exactly. Mid- been
she closely and Jealotaly.
used
laughed gaily at them. For tobut
a
few
hours and
She looked down at her gloved night-perhaps as late as
one all are in good condition.
night at least she was again
a hands. "I'll teU you what I saw o'clock."
I
popular girl, lovely-young. . ." she said, as If reluctantly.
"How did you happen to be on
But when she saw ES., ap- "I don't mean to Interpret
or Madison avenue at that time of
proaching, she said warningly
judge
.
But I felt-since I saw night?" asked
to
E.J. sharply. "Was
Craig', "I promised him a dance
anyone with you?"
." this entirely by chance
The
silen
ce
in the room was
"He's a lousy dancer."
"Fortunately not," Eleanor anso complete that the falling of
a
She laughed. "Yes, he is."
NANCY
rose petal upon a magazine swered his second question.
"And he-all the Carre-would cover was
Everett
threw
an
audible.
annoyed
want you to have • good time.
"Of course," Eleanor went on, glance at his son. Would the man
Wouldn't they? They're pleas
ed "you were all at the club last never learn ...
that you're having one?" H1B night. I
"Why were you there'?" E.J.
saw you all watching
voice flattened with irony.
hastily repeated his first question.
Shelly and Dr. Talboy."
Her face went dead white-just
Eleanor smiled. "My behavior,"
Now the room's silence was
for a second. Then she laughed. fringed with frost
y little icicles. sh6 said sweetly, "I think needa
I , "Oh, yes, they say all the time Eleanor saw
them glitter and nci explanation. And, of course,
nat they Wont me to be happy." felt their chill,
but she did not you don't need to believe that I
But It was over; the magic hour falter.
saw Shelly ,leave as if-well-not
ss gone, the blinding stardust
permanently perhaps-but as If
May Anna, perhaps rememberattered.
she
were going to be gone for a
ing Shelly's charge that this girls
Craig knew it. When, near the
while."
stories might be colored
Ly
door, she drew out of his arms,
"Was she alone?" asked Everett
Jealousy, ventured to speak. "We
his eyes were grave, and he made
hardily.
all thought it very rude of
the
no protest. 'Don't be sorry," he
Eleanor tugged at her abort
doctor to neglect you as he did,"
said deeply.
gloves, and stood up. "I wouldn't
she said in her soft, breathless
Her eyes flashed blindly in hla
want to say any more," she said
fashion. "When • man invites one
direction and she turned away.
gently. "1 thougyht-if that woman
girl to a party and then-"
When she came out with her
at their house would be as eva"Eleanor was invited to be my sive
coat, her Car was at the steps,
with you as she was with me,
guest last night," said Kate, flatly.
but Craig was nowhere about.
you'd Worry. I thought you migh
t
"Weren't you, Eleanor?"
be worried at not being able to
She drove home at a steady
"Why, in a way, I suppose I
pace, not racing now. She went
reach Shelly-and since I had seen
was." Now her dark eyes were
quietly into the house and up to
her leave-7
hard. If the Curs were going to
her room. Thoughtfully, she again
"We knew she was gone," said
changed her clothes. This time she unite agliflutt her-well-they'd Everett firmly. "But I thank
you
regret it. "I'm sorry If I offended
AH NEEDS A DOLL
put on a suit of lavender. blue
for your good intent., Eleanor."
AH'S
you by eating my dinner with
WORTH O'GAS,
linen; she gathered some things
Well, of course,• mall like that
T
Craig."
Into a small bag. crossed the hall
knew how to rid himself of
DOGPATCH,T'
an
Butter wouldn't melt in her unwe
to speak briefly at the door of
lcome caller. Without much
SHO
OT mAH PAPPPYmouth! thought Everett. What can
Myra's room, and went again
of anything more being said,
BUT,AH IS BROKE.
to the girl be up to?
its
His skin escorted the girl to the door,
s
her ear.
stood
crawled, unpleasantly cold.
on the verandah until she
She turned Into the highway,
bad
"I wasn't thinking of myself drive
toward the city. She must thinkn away, then he walked heavwhen I mentioned his behavior
at ily down the hall again to join cila
about what she had done. And
about what she wail going to do the club hurt night," the girl con- fanaily.
tinued, pleased now. Showing
her
"She wanted to keep ris from
pleasure. "1 know it must have
worrying," he said wryly as
ft rained intermittently, all that
ne
been hard for all of you to watch came
night, all the next day. When
into the room.
the performance he and Shell
"Do you believe what she told?
y
Eleanor came into the Carr house
"'
put on. Everyone felt so sorry
for asked Kate, wide-eyed.
on Sunday afternoon, the family
you. And then, later, when I
"Oh, sure. She followed Shell
Just
were indoors; their greeting to her
y
happened to be driving past
and from the club, and waited,
was constrained.
saw Shelly come out of her
watch
house
ed
Eleanor had come for a definite With
the house-Maybe she ex• traveling bag--and drive pecte
d something besides what she
purpose. "1 hope I haven't barred
away got."
into a family conference," she
"1 didn't sleep, thinking of
"What kind of somethin
how
said warmly. "Though I counted awful
g?"
it most be for you. And I asked Huth
on most of you being here."
, her face blank.
phoned this Morning before I
"Look," said her father, "you'
went
"You're always welcome, dear," to
re
church, and that odd woma
n old enough, Ruth, not to make
said May Anna.
ABBIE an' SLATS
who stays there Just said
She was yourself out so dumb! Shelly left
"Was there something special, out
of town. So - I decided to tell the Club
' Eleanor?" Huth asked bluntly.
alone. We know that.
you what I'd seen. I thought
you But I'm certain Eleanor thought
Eleanor glanced at her. Her might
be worrying about her." Dr. Talbo
y would follow her and
I glance, and iler manner, marked
NOW THAT
She stopped talking, and lifted
• go into the house-"
! the contrast betveen her own slim, bland
ALL BETTER/ I,*
, beautiful face to the
"Oh, Papa!" moaned May Anna
asdark elegance in green and Ruth's sembl
WILL You BE GONG
.
ed Carts. They all regarded
"Eleanor looks as smooth
too-larv, dark frumpishness in a hcr,
as
their own faces Inscrutable. caramel
BACK TO WORK
crtinr: said Everett
brown printed silk. The three Carr This, each
AT
one felt sure, was the brusquely. "But
STORE!
women stiffened. This girl, they way the
Just the same
town, rend their clorlest she's a Jealo
us woman. 1Pullt
feared, had "something on the friends,
would look, and feel, and Stevie, and,
last night, Talboy,
ftmily," so they sat in the silence be-publicly locked Shelly instead
usual to them at times of family
of
So long had the Carrs ruled her; there
's
nothi
meta.
ng she'd stop at.
Norfolk, in busin
Everett smiled at the girl in the closest anyo ess, in society- 1 don't think she saw much -exne had ever Cottle cept Shelly coming
green, and she nodded. "I always to "getting
out With bags,
something on the and driving oft.
Maybe she folhave felt as if this were my sec- Carrs" was when
Stephen marriea lowed het and knout
s if she left
ond family," she said earnestly. Shelly Arnold,
and that glamor town alone. Offhand,
"And when I realized I was picture had
I'd say she
appeared in the news- did go akma
Eleanor wkuld hare
worrying so much about a mat- paper. They
had moved In On- niebiagtd to tell
us if slir had not.
ter that was, after all, your con- mediately then,
stopped all men- But the thing Is, now
what are we
cern, why--I came over here."
tion of his bride and her
back- going to tell Stevie?"
Now lira men tm, heiz
In ground. and the hark of there
Rs rnof(rm.,

28', 19'54
•

n carpenters attended a
school in Green county.
Tuggle of Clinton county
wet 100 bushels of corn an
land that produced 17
in 1940.
5, strawberries are expect.
ink next to tobacco as a
p in Whitley county.

Hollows May be ligis In
Language of the Garden

fie

..aurel County 4-H Club
is sponsoring a drive to
10 acres of strawberries
in the county, thus makrocessing plant possible.

4.

TIMES, MURRAY,
IttNTUCKt.
VOTING LEASE

ATMS AT HOME —

BADGE BRIGADE
OXFORD, Miss.
- LaFayette

For a total cost of
County has eight ex
$11, Mrs.
-sheriffs
living within its
J. W. Havens of Flem
boundaries and
ing county
has a hand Made
the Chamber of Comm
braided wool
erce thinks
this must be some sort
rug approximately 8 by
of a record.
10 feet
In size. Discarded wool
clothing
and blankets were used.
to make
the larger part of the
rug, she
said, the money spent
being used
for dyes, nylon yarn
for sewing
the braids together, and
a small
WEf.1, osoolvrzl)
antobbt of material. Miss
Kathryn
C."
Sebre
e,
117K
home
BOSTON liP - Some
derhonstra3,600 combs ton agent
dotied in particular the
are. sold' yearly throu
gh diapens- blending
of colors and the profesind machines at Logan
Airport.
sional sewing of braids.
ROUND LAKE, N.
Y. (IP - It's
dot easy to vote in
this community,
which is set up as •
private cordon. The privilege
ik grented
iottly tO per.on
whO at relief 20
days before election
have signed a
99-year property lease
.

ThirteentitAnottat
Membership Meeting
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Calloway County Soil Improvement
Association

Rum
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th its

Little Auditorium

Thursday, March 25th 1954
7:30-9:30 p. m.

we

2. Management's report on 1953 operations and outlook for 1954

).95 plus tax, ex.
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Z.95 plus tax, ex.

fRUCK TIRES

)-16 6 ply
516.95 plus tax
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USED TIRES
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GUARANTEED 10 YRS:

Thurman Furniture
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1,300.
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Remember Farmers This is your
business
be there to elect your directors,
boost your High School that will
have
a part on the program.
March to

Murray on

208 E. Main St.

- Into
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March 25th

By Ernie Bualanailler
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BETTER ME
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By Raeburn Van Boras
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AT LEAST THAT
WAY, r CAN BE NEA
R
DEBORAH... WATCH
OVER HER...

4 is
.thls

sten,Ihinh
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vai.oggre
-
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versa -

4. 21 merchandise certificates will
be
awarded the holders of lucky tick
ets
amounting to $102.50.

tHE

ii

onfers, the

3. Entertainment will be a brief progra
m
from each of the following High Schools
Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn Grove, Traini
ng
School, Almo, New Concord
Priezs to the schools- S40.00-$30.001;20.00-S15.00-S10.00-510.00

Read Our Classifieds Easy Terms

)-16

bower
icians
id re') not
set of
recall
at he
lit ical
tub in
ends.
nver's
do so

1. Three Directors will be elected

Fifty Motors
To Be Aettiovreel

thfinder
ly GOODYEAR

come
'c are
sident
✓ one

Murray State College, Murray, Ky.

auma

tBRICS, random pate. High-s(yle colorings
iere, American Casual
ed and white, provides
provincial rooms.

PAGE N1N!
- FOUND AND LOST
MIDDLETOWN, Conn.
woman shopper saw a $10 bill
w.
the sidewalk and turned it over
police. When she got home she
discovered it was her money.
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YoU prepare as many as 3 meats a day, or

9
4-1

You serve as many as 21 meals a week!
You require a minimum 413 Items per meal!

Customers' Corner

You buy (depenfling on the size_cof your family and the sort el table you
set) at least 63 items a week!

Swing
ig into
arrives March21;. But along with
the rooms
and flowers come thoughts of housecleaning
.
You'll find your ASP ready and waiting
to supply
all your needs for household cleaning.
And, as always, you'll see hundreds, of
items at
ASP to give you hunches for quick
lunches on your
busy days ... as well as countless favorites
for more
leisurely meals.
Whatever your requirements .
let ASP help you
swing into spring without cleaning out your
budget!
Come see ... come save .. . at ASP!
CUSTOMER RELATIONS DEPARTMENT
ASP Food Stores
420 Lexingon Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

nag?a daded to fteadeut , •

A&P's MANY LOW PRICES SAVE YOU MORE MONEY
THAN

JUST

FEW

A

OCCASIONAL _SPECIALS!
.

Because it takes many different foods to provide the 21 meals you serve each week, it takes many low
prices to cut the cost of those meals substantially. And A&P has what it takes ... not just a handful of low

isk&P. Come see... come save.

Oven Ready Biscuits
TAMALES
Dried Beans
Iona Peaches
1
1

29'

Hy Power 21 2 size can
Big Top Pinto. G

,,„5 lb. 65c
2 for 49c

sliced or halves. ri-os ran

Apple Sauce
ARP Fancy 16-oz cans 2 for 35c
Grapefruit Juice
19c
...pet or mat 44-0s ran
Marshmallows
111-zez. bais 2 for 29c
Dexo Shortenin^,„ vtaftbie
75c
3 lb can
Whitehouse Milk
4 for 47c
amsp-1414 lie rale
Daily Dog Food
6 for 49c
la2
FancyCandy

lb

CORNED BEEF HASH
1
asu
7011
For
ta
tha
The
tak
jei

by
has
titre
belt
-Jig
Cala,
at.
Si111
on
noel(
arot
four
Mut
Ced
'for
'11g.
crib
lair;
that
they
are
You
dros
or d
gob
skis
who
you

str alned

LIBBYS BABY FOOD

in

BEECHNUT BABY FOOD

29r
29,

rich 46.i.

PARKAY OLEOMARGARINE

34C

box

16 or

35c

sise

Nablzeo
dands

29c

gnarl tat

! on ran .nr

,

4

45c

4 us ran

sunshine 16-on

box

. .27c

MaeSzine, March issue

tlll

only 7c

•

Heavy Calves)

Heavy
Mature Beef
Or T-Bone Steak
(Cut from Heavy Calves)
Or T-Bone Steak
(Cut from Mature Beef)
(Cut From

CATFISH FILLETS
Fresh Shrimp ,
Pollock Fillets
Halibut Steaks

ih.-1-9
lb.27

FISH AND SEA FOOD

pan ready

medium sire 15-lb box 93.391
Fresh Frosen pan ready lb
pan ready

TIE SAME FINE COFFEE...
ABETTER-TM-MR IMUIEI

pound

nt

OCEAN FISH dr—ed

69c
19c
39c

Breaded Shrimp
Capri John frozen. 111-oz. pkg.
Fried Fish Sticks
4 fishermen. 10-oz. pkg.
Ocean Perch,„ Fish) fresh frozen, pan ready. lb.

beef
pkg
1.1-os
be,.

Oranges

e

Now, with comparabLe-quality coffees selling
much higher prices, AsiP's superb Eight O'Clock
is a better-than-ever buy! You still get the same
fine-quality coffee ... freshly-roasted. Cuomo

99r

11'

Ground. You enjoy the sameSme Savor ... cup
after cup. Yet ... mighty important ... you enjoy really big savings ... pound after pound!
Try it!
Mad clod Mellow

551

EIGHT O'CLOCK

21

3-Lb. Bog

99
c

LEMONS

ss hitIng 110-lb

boa 51.391

2 pounds

Grapefruit
4 for 29c
(4-lb mesh bag 39e
Sweet Yams
10c
Puerto Skin
Idaho Potatoes EseeHent bakers. 10-lb meld' bags49c
IT;Ilow Onions
3 lb. bag 10c
S No 1
Pineapple
39c
Fresh (Jumbo 11 size I
Apples
whzeozip or red delicious 4-lb. "Dern= bag 49c
Pitattoes
c 50 lb. bag $1.19
111-lb bag „

$2.91

MG

harv

hars

pkg

25
3T
60r
37(

Mell owl Fog

Morose sod trews

RED CIRCLE tt.:t 11 °i BOKAR
3-Uz. Bog $2.17

r2 lb.
t, can

1 pound package

giant

sue

hare

bath

bars

89'
58'
2T
25'

19c

a g‘asia
Salmon

HEARTY AND

••••

OUR OWN TEA
14 Pound
Pax k age

011Z•

55r
roll pilk

vestetn

ONG POUND
PACKAIN

75'

200 GLASSES PER POUND
AsE ICED UR proves

rifith TWA 1\1111b(Ifil

rxpeloovi.!

ORANGE JUICE
Strawberries
Corn

Rice

Coldstream. pink
Its nation

rice

week

16-oz. can

45c

2-lb

29c

bag

Chum Salmon Perfect Strike
35c
14-01 cans
Tuna Fish
2 6-oz. cans 45c
Falwell grated
Stuffed Olives
49c
ig ur small lel, ow Jar
Tomato Soup
35c
Ann Page
4 10,, or rans
Noodles
17c
Ann Page tine or broad I in. pkg.
Prepared Spaghetti

6 ounce

2 2.14-0‘. cans

can

2 10-oz. cans 4
1
10 on pkg

Libby. frozen
Scotch Maid

Chopped Broccoli

-ketch Maid 10 or pkg

Sharp Cheddar
pound ,

sweet cream 1 -lb. tin

American Cheese Food

APPLE PIE

At/••
:
AU
"
Allan Ak

(12 cans 41.19)

Mild Cheddar Cheese
Cottage Cheese creamy
Sunnybrooks Eggs Grade

r50
talliglilk•••

49C

doz.

Ched-O-Bit

MACARONI OR SPAGHMI

EXTRA 6$ ...BUT TIN 34A. RAOI
These prices effective only through March 20

can

2

Sunnyfield Butter

ANN PACE

SAV1 AN

Large 176 sire. don

CHEESE

1°

3-61- Ie. $3.82

(II lb. bag 40(1

Juicy California
(432 size)

MANY 1.0W PRICES ON LENTEN FOODS

12-oz

4

39c

1-11• *IF

(Cut From

Blade Cut
(Cut from heavy calves
Blade Cut
Cut from heavy mature beef
Plate
(Cut From Heavy Calves
Plate
(Cut From Heavy Mature Beef

etas Jar 45C

losta. 44-ea. can

Krispy Crackers
Woman: Day AgP

•

bath size

TOIANI,i'T TISSUE

As• Page

tem. bse

white (
3-hu
‘n: stsale
n.$1.
00

lb call

RR-eim ran

Delirious Camay

Tomato Jake
Ritz Crackers
Sweet Pickles
Black Pepper

'`)491

1 -mince pks

WOODBURYS SOAP """1" 2
DIAL SOAP
2
SILVERDUST
LUX LIQUID DETERGENT
SPRY SHORTENING "
SURF DETERGENT' Pk' 29r
bath
2
§
- W- AN SOAP
LUX TOILET SOAP "2

Au
Luke
344'
tow.
niont
We
away
is uft
pred.
06

Jelly Eggs
Crackers

Mature Beef)

SWEET JUICY FLORIDA

Macaroni or Spaghetti

GRAND DUCHESS STEAKS „.,.
NIAGARA LAUNDRY STARCH

a 410
need
Luc
tuck.
meth
ally

Page Pure

t. pound Jar

Salad Dressing

',trained s Jars

5th

lac" P"

PRESERVES, Ann

half slices

lb. 59
lb.79
lb.59
lb. 79
lb.69
lb.89
lb.35
lb.39

Heavy Calves)
(Cut From Heavy

C

Tomatoes pea. or greens beans 16-ris cans
Pears
Honey Sweet Bartlett
29-oz. can
Peaches • Sultazut freestone. sliced or halves 29-oz
Pineapple

(Cut from

1-1b. tin

chopped 2 jars

SIOUX BEE HONEY
STARKET TUNA FISH

Tu
od
Y01.11
and
wart

49r

5jsrs

LIBBYS TOMATO JUICE

RED CROSS

31r

ABosars
Ig-oz. can

AO:TON

STRAWBERRY

FINE QUALITY

ROUND STEAK
ROUND STEAK
59. SIRLOIN STEAK
SIRLOIN STEAK
8 for 99c
PORTERHOUSE STEAK
29c
PORTERHOUSE STEAK
can 29c
CHUCK ROAST
29c
CHUCK ROAST
STEWING BEEF
STEWING BEEF
19c

PILLSBBAULRLAYR:Sc

Lb. 39

ASP'S USUAL

prices now and then, but scores and scores of them every day ... not just on items you use only once in a
while, but 2n those you need time_and_time again. Result? You can really reduce your food bills at

Parker
jane

2-1b. loaf
pound
12-oz. tin

A Large, tin' dos

I

•

Angel Food Ring Jane Parker. large size
Breakfast Rolls Jane Parker ,elnnamon, pkg
Sandwich Cookies
Parker. 4 varieties. pkg
Potato Chips
Jane Parker pound
White Bread Jane Parker. 20 on. loaf still only

Food

29c

•

•

•••

•

.
map,

2
55c

49c
25c
19c
49c
17c

ANIMAS P011araOsr r000 MAKER . .. SINCE 1850

-

a•

59c

delicious

......••••••iii•kr..m•-••••ms•••

'
411

79c

a Inch size

St

INS Oetlo/ ATLANTIC I PACIFIC TM

)

75c

),1

